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Azurite Insights represents the coming

together of two firms with a long

history of environmental management

and assisting our clients with the

stewardship of their operations

throughout Western Canada and

across the world.

About Our Company
While working together to provide solutions to

mutual clients, Waterline and DXD realized

there were significant benefits to be had from

the merging of our systems and processes. As

a result we’ve created a teamed organization

called Azurite Insights to allow our clients to

leverage that expertise along with the vast

amounts of data and technology that are

available to them.

Our Origin Story



DATA DRIVEN – RISK INFORMED
Using case studies from two distinct points of view we will 
discuss:
• Benefits of coupling data automation and subject matter 

expertise:
✓ Capital efficiency
✓ Partner alignment
✓ Executional excellence
✓ Transparency

• Data sets that empower decision makers:
✓ Public/Industry
✓ Internal site specific
✓ Geo-referenced, mapped and web-accessible

• Unlocking value by combining subject matter expertise 
with data to reveal key risks and opportunities



Capital 
Efficiency still a 
priority in a 
world of ESG

Understanding the science behind the data is critical to extracting maximum value

from our clients’ data collection and management efforts.

60%
of companies rely on gut feel 

and experience rather than data 

and information

83%
of companies said that using 

data had made their existing 

offerings more profitable

Source:  Data via BI Survey, Economist 

Intelligence Unit, MIT Sloan School of 

Management

Driving Value

Listening to our clients and their stakeholders allows us to identify corporate risks

and opportunities and to use data to validate the CAPEX and OPEX expenditures to

manage them.



First Case Study: 
CNOOC
This case study is intended 
for those organizations with 
the benefit of deep 
institutional memory and 
the data to match.  Sites 
have unusually been under 
the same operator from 
spud to closure. 



CNOOC Case Study:
Situation
• Balzac Abandonment and Reclamation (BAR) program represented 

100s of sites within a ~400km2 area ENE of Calgary

• Wellsites and junctions represented over 60 years of joint venture 

agreements with numerous working interest partners (WIPs) 

• Spectrum of Phase I, II and enhanced Phase II assessments conducted 

since the 1990s

• Vast amounts of site data collected for a field that varied from the 

simple re. geology, land use/developer pressure, working interest 

ownership and COCs to the complex on every front

• The low commodity price environment after 2014 created sustained 

in-house and WIP requirements to demonstrate capital efficiency



CNOOC Case Study:
Task
• Develop a transparent, WIP aligned process to reliably and 

equitably manage remediation and reclamation activities in the 

BAR Field 

• Maximize capital efficiency while delivering schedule certainty 

and minimizing environmental, regulatory, and commercial risk



• Reviewed sites and compiled relevant site 

specific data

• Categorized sites based on required steps to 

closure

• Created custom tool to risk rank sites on 

various parameters including partners, 

location, timeline to closure, cost, 

environment risk, and human health risk

• Mapped database information for interactive 

decision making

• Created several different scenarios for 

presentation to senior management and 

stakeholders

CNOOC Case Study:
Actions



Plan by Risk

Plan by Location

CNOOC Case Study:
Results



Data Driven – Results Focused

Stakeholders

• Predictable multi-year spend

• Clear path to closure

• Ready access to critical site data

Leadership

• Reduce schedule and cost uncertainty

• Ability to stress test scenarios quickly

• Contribute to procurement of all site 

closure services

Program Benefits That Can Be Realized 
By Coupling Subject Matter Expertise 
with Rich Internal and Public Data Sets

CNOOC Case Study:
Discussion



Second Case Study: 
OWA

The next case study is intended for 
those organizations without the 
benefit of deep institutional 
memory and the data to match. 

For example, new acquisitions or 
site transfers with little or no 
accompanying operator-historians 
or operational and environmental 
data.



OWA Case Study:
Situation

• Intakes of 100’s to 1000’s of sites

• Multistep intake process involves 

several technical and commercial 

disciplines

• Little to no information accompanies 

the orphan sites 

• Require an efficient yet comprehensive 

identification and evaluation of risks to 

human health and the environment

Task

• Develop an automated risk assessment and ranking tool that aligns multiple internal stakeholder 

objectives

• Identify and secure access to all risk- relevant public data sets 

• Ensure compatibility with existing OWA data management platforms e.g. Siteview

• Provide validated intake evaluation regardless of scale in less than one business week



Data Driven – Results Focused

OWA Case Study:  
Action

• Conducted a framing session with multiple 

OWA disciplines – reviewed and augmented 

existing risk review framework

• Identified and selected the parameters to 

consider for the risk assessment of three asset 

categories

• Executed a pilot project to determine the 

weightings for each parameter and calibrate 

the model

• 8 parameters were selected to characterize 

downhole risk, 7 were selected for pipeline 

decommissioning risk and 9 for facility 

decommissioning risk

• All heavily weighted to H2S risk



OWA Case Study:
Results – Rapid Risk Assessment Project



OWA Case Study:
Results – Rapid Risk Assessment Project



OWA Case Study:
Results – Interactive Mapping Output



Data Driven – Results Focused

OWA Case Study
Results

Discussion:

a) Rapidly assess risk

b) Efficiently deploy resources

c) Supports digital well file 

creation

d) Ready integration with ARO 

database 

e) Transparency and process 

certainty

• “Digital duo-tang” creation 

including figures, and 

automated reporting

• Tool can be extrapolated to 

other workflows including ABC 

campaign development and 

A&D liability evaluations

Opportunity:

• Can extrapolate to surface 

reclamation/closure risk

• Easily modify and customize

• Data augmentation with public 

and private data sets

• Web-based access maximizes 

in-house and third-party 

collaboration



If you’d like to get a deeper understanding of the full offerings 
of Azurite Insights and ESG Performance Management on 
offer, see the Innotech Alberta video seminar “Cutting Edge 
Technology in Asset Retirement” Tech in Asset Retirement

Contact us for a live demonstration 

of the tools we’ve presented today 

or some of our other offerings 

including ESG reporting, or ARO 

Project management. 

mtaylor@waterlineresources.com

Demonstration

Combine your existing cost tracking,

scheduling and management solutions

with our web enabled platform or use

our integrated ARO project

management tools to seamlessly

guide your projects from budgeting to

delivery.

Project Management Insights

https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=Lx-d4qgtlEmUgsDWM22RvGR1Po13eP9Km-j_7y-VSqpUNU1UVkNXNldXWThLN0RNWThXWVkyREdKOS4u


Thank You:

Dave Marks

Cliff Pybus

North Shore Environmental

Greg Denham

Lawrence Tulissi



Data Driven – Results Focused

phone : 403-830-4715, 403-971-2137

email : solutions@azuriteinsights.com

Web : Azurite Insights

Reach out to us if you want to drive operational

efficiencies and leverage available data and

technologies to create opportunity and value.

Contact Us

https://www.linkedin.com/company/azurite-insights

